THURSDAY SELECTIONS, BETTING STRATEGY AND PICK 4 TICKET
Wednesday Results: Hit 2 top choice winners; and small trifecta in 2nd race.

Today’s Best Plays: Races 5, 6, 8 and a $72 Pick 4 ticket.
1st race-1. LUIS’S ESPECIAL (5) 2. JAMAICANMELATE (6) 3. WARRENSGILDEDTIME (1)
2nd race-1. BULLYSIMA (4) 2. MARMAIDA (1) 3. READY MAID (5)
3rd race-1. DUNMORE (4) 2. HIDDEN POINT (5) 3. DECA (7) 4. UNUSUAL MEN (2)
4th race-1. MADONNA MIA (7) 2. GLORIA JEAN (1) 3. AWESOME BROAD (5) 4. MON QUEEN
(8)
***5th race-1. RAISE THE HEAT (8) 2. HEATED REBEL (6) 3. CITY STORMER (5)
In the first leg of the Pick 4, I will make a Win Bet on top choice RAISE THE HEAT (7-2)
and play the trifecta keying my top three choices. ‘HEAT, a winner of 13 lifetime races (six for
16 on turf) made his first start for Mitchell in a marathon event at Fairplex but now shortens up
to a mile and switches back to grass. His best race is good enough to beat these under M.Baze. In
the trifecta, use CITY STORMER (8-1), who comes off a distant third-place effort over Cushion
Track but last won over this course and distance; HEATED REBEL (5-2), who didn’t run well
sprinting last time but drops into a claimer for the first time; and RAISE THE HEAT (7-2).
Trifecta numbers: 5,6,8/5,6,8/ALL=$42
plus, trifecta box 5-6-8
***6th race-1. KINSALER (3) 2. KAT KALD KALAMAZOO (11) 3. SET FOR COMBAT (1)
I will try to get out of the maiden claimer with two horses dropping out of the straight maiden
ranks. Preference to KINSALER (6-1), who has been off since June 23 when exiting a race that
produced three next-out winners. He has been gelded since and is training forwardly for
Gallagher. Make a Win Bet on KINSALER and key him in trifectas with favorite KAT KALD
KALAMAZOO (5-2), who has been away since May ’06 but returns in a much softer spot for
new trainer Matlow.
Trifecta numbers: 3,11/3,11/ALL=$18
and
3,11/ALL/3,11=$18

7th race-1. AUNT PINK (1) 2. SUNDAY DRESS (5) 3. SECRET FLAME (7)
***8th race-1. CORONAS AT DELMAR (3) 2. CAPITAN SOLIS (13) 3. SEATTLE G (11) 4. LATIN
OFFICER (4)
In a fairly interesting finale, I will play play trifectas keying around race favorite CORONAS AT
DELMAR (5-2) with a few price horses. ‘DELMAR has been the beaten favorite in two straight
but drops another class level and looks like the speed of the lineup. He looks like the one to catch
as he switches back to M.Baze. Key ‘DELMAR in the trifecta over LATIN OFFICER (8-1),
SEATTLE G (12-1) and CAPITAN SOLIS (8-1) for second, then use ALL for third. Play a
second ticket using those three on top, with ‘DELMAR for second, then ALL for third. Finally,
make a four-horse exacta and trifecta box keying my top four choices.
Trifecta numbers: 3/4,11,13/ALL=$27
and
4,11,13/3/ALL=$27
Exacta/Trifecta Box: 3-4-11-13
***$72 PICK 4 TICKET (races 5-8):
5th race--CITY STORMER, HEATED REBEL, RAISE THE HEAT (Alternate: KARN)
6th race--KINSALER, KAT KALD KALAMAZOO (Alternate: SET FOR COMBAT)
7th race--AUNT PINK, SUNDAY DRESS, SECRET FLAME (Alternate: TIZ NEXT)
8th race--CORONAS AT DELMAR, LATIN OFFICER, SEATTLE G, CAPITAN SOLIS
(Alternate: TRANSVAAL SCOTTISH)
Pick 4 numbers: 5,6,8/3,11/1,5,7/3,4,11,13=$72
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